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Abstract

Using theMethod of Extremal Structure, which combines
the use of reduction rules as a preprocessing technique
and combinatorial extremal arguments, we will prove the
fixed-parameter tractability and find a problem kernel for
k-MAXIMUM CUT. This kernel has2k edges, the same
as that found by Mahajan and Raman in (Mahajan &
Raman 1999), but using our methodology we also find a
bound ofk vertices leading to a running time ofO(k ·
2k/2 + n2).

1 Introduction

k-MAXIMUM CUT is a very well studied problem both
within and outside the field of parameterized complexity.
The basic idea is to find a partition of the vertex set into
two subsets which maximizes the setE′ of edges cross-
ing from one side of the partition to the other. It was first
called BIPARTITE SUBGRAPH and proven NP-complete
in 1976 by Garey and Johnson (Garey & Johnson&
Stockmeyer 1976). It it is APX-complete ( Papadim-
itriou& Yannakakis 1991), approximable within 1.1383
( Goemans & Williamson 1995) and admits a PTAS if
|E| = Θ(|V 2|) (Arora & Karger & Karpinski 1995). It
has applications in numerous fields (Poljak & Tuza 1995).
The parameterized version of the problem, where we take
as a parameter the number of edges in the setE′ is for-
mally defined as follows:

Instance: A graphG = (V, E) and a positive integerk
Parameter: k
Question: Is there a partition of the vertex set into two

subsetsA andB such that the subset
E′ ⊆ E of edges with one endpoint inA
and the other inB is at leastk?

It is to be noted that the parametric dual of this prob-
lem, k-EDGES FROMBIPARTITE, in which we are asked
to minimize the number of edges we erase to render the
graph bipartite was a long standing open problem in the
field of Parameterized Complexityand has only recently
been proved fixed-parameter tractable ( Reed& Smith&
Vetta 2003).

The best known fixed-parameter algorithm fork-
MAXIMUM CUT runs in timeO(|E| + |V | + k · 4k)
(Mahajan & Raman 1999). Fedin and Kulikov ( Fedin&
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Kulikov 2002) give the current best known exact algo-
rithm for the problem running in timeO(poly(|E|) ·
2|E|/4).

2 Parameterized Complexity and Kernelization: The
Method of Coordinatized Kernels

The subject of Parameterized Complexity is concretely
motivated by an abundance of natural examples of two
different kinds of complexity behavior. To illustrate this
lets look at VERTEX COVER and DOMINATING SET. Al-
though both problems are NP-complete, the introduction
of the parameterk provides a new approach to their com-
plexity. After many rounds of improvement on algorithms
which efficiently solve the problems, the best known algo-
rithm for VERTEX COVER runs in timeO(1.286k + kn)
( Chen& Kanj & Jia 2001) but nothing substantially bet-
ter than the brute force algorithm of trying allk-subsets
has been found to solve DOMINATING SET. As a way
to formalize the difference between these two problems
Downey and Fellows make the following definition:

Definition 1 (Fixed Parameter Tractability) A parameter-
ized problemL ⊆ Σ∗ × Σ∗ is fixed-parameter tractable
if there is an algorithm that correctly decides for input
(x, y) ∈ Σ∗ × Σ∗ , whether(x, y) ∈ L in timef(k)nα,
where n is the size of the input x, |x|=n, k is the parameter,
α is a constant (independent of k) and f is an arbitrary
function.

The family of fixed-parameter tractable problems is de-
noted FPT.

In the example above it is easy to see that VERTEX
COVER is in FPT whereas it is known that DOMINAT-
ING SET is complete forW [2] ( Downey& Fellows 1999)
and therefore unlikely to be in FPT. For an explanation
of what we mean byW [2] and its structural complexity
we refer readers to the comprehensive study on Parame-
terized Complexity by Downey and Fellows ( Downey&
Fellows 1999).

2.1 k-MAXIMUM CUT is Fixed-Parameter Tractable

There are many different techniques to prove that a prob-
lem is fixed-parameter tractable. One of these ways is pro-
vided by Robertson and Seymor’s Graph Minor Theorem:

Lemma 1 Thek-MAXIMUM CUT problem is inFPT.



Proof of Lemma 1. It is enough to show that the YES-
instances of the problem are closed under the minor op-
erations. Let(G, k) be a YES-instance ofk-MAXIMUM
CUT, that is,G is a graph for which there exist two dis-
joint subsetsA andB of V such thatV = A ∪ B and
H = (A ∪ B, E′) is bipartite andE′ ⊆ A × B, |E′| ≥ k.
We prove that every reverse minor operation transforms
(G, k) into another YES-instance.

• Edge additions: Let (x, y) /∈ E be an edge to be
added toG with x, y ∈ V . If x ∈ A andy ∈ B,
thenE′ + xy is a solution for(G∗, k + 1), and thus
also (G∗, k) is a YES-instance. Otherwise assume
w.l.o.g. thatx, y ∈ A. ThenE′ is a solution forG∗.

• Vertex additions: Let v /∈ V be a vertex to be added
to G. If the neighborsN(v) of v are a subset ofA
or N(v) ⊆ B, then without loss of generality we as-
sumeN(v) ⊆ A. We create a solution forG∗ in
adding the edges fromv to N(v) to E′ (and this ex-
tendingB by v. If N(v) 6⊂ A andN(v) 6⊂ B, then
we placev in A, add toE′ the edges going fromv
to vertices inB (ignoring the edges generated within
A). Thus(G∗, k) is a YES-instance.

• Vertex expansions: Assume without loss of generality
that the vertexz we are expanding (by replacingz
with x, y ∈ V and(x, y) ∈ E) is in A of the bipartite
subgraph induced by solutionE′. Then we create a
solution forG∗ from E′ by replacingz with x in A,
updatingE′ accordingly, and addingy to A. Thus,
(G∗, k) is a YES-instance.

By the Graph Minor Theorem and its companion result
that order testing in the minor order is in FPT we con-
clude thatk-MAXIMUM CUT is in FPT (for details see (
Downey& Fellows 1999)). �

The problem with using the Graph Minor Theorem to
prove membership in FPT is that it is non-constructive and
produces a fast growing functionf(k). In this paper we
will use theMethod of Extremal Structureto find a feasi-
ble fixed parameter algorithm fork-MAXIMUM CUT.

2.2 The Method of Extremal Structure

The kernel of a problem is defined as follows:

Definition 2 A parameterized problemL is kernelizable
if there is a parametric transformation ofL to itself that
satisfies:

1. The running time of the transformation of(x, k) into
(x′, k′), where |x| = n, is bounded a polynomial
q(n, k) (so that in fact this is a polynomial time trans-
formation of L to itself, considered classically, al-
though with the additional structure of a parametric
reduction),

2. k′ ≤ k, and

3. |x′| ≤ h(k), where h is an arbitrary function.

These polynomial time transformations are generally
known as ‘reduction rules’. It is important to note the
following result by ( Downey& Fellows& Stege 1999
) whose proof is based on ideas from ( Cai& Chen &
Downey & Fellows 1997).

Lemma 2 A parameterized problemL is in FPT if and
only if it is kernelizable.

Therefore, the goal is to try to produce reduction rules
to reduce the size of the instance to a function ofk. Then,
simply performing an ‘intelligent’ brute force on the re-
maining instance will suffice to solve the problem in fixed-
parameter tractable terms.

The Method of Extremal Structureis as systematic
way to design FPT algorithms. It first appeared under
the name ofMethod of Coordinatized Kernelsin (Fellows
& McCartin& Rosamond & Stege 2000) and it proceeds
as follows:

• First we design a list of reduction rules specific to the
targeted problem. We say an instance is ‘irreducible’
or ‘reduced’ when these rules are no longer applica-
ble.

• Next we prove aKernelization Lemmato obtain a
problem kernel.

• The final step is to give a brute-force algorithm we
apply to the kernel and the running time for the whole
process.

In the core of theMethod of Extremal Structure, the
aim is to prove a Kernelization Lemma. In the case
of solving a graph maximization problem such ask-
MAXIMUM CUT, this lemma takes the following form:

Lemma 3 (General Kernelization Lemma) IfG = (V, E)
is an irreducible instance of a problemΠ and G has more
thanf(k) vertices, then(G, k) is a YES-instance for the
problem.

To prove such a lemma, we have to set up a list of re-
duction rules (leading to a specific notion of irreducibility)
and a suitable bounding functionf(k).

Our techniques for deriving a smaller kernel are based
on polynomial time reduction rules and combinatorial ex-
tremal arguments. The extremality of the argument will
be used to prove a so-calledBoundary Lemma. Generally,
this lemma takes the following form:

Lemma 4 (General Boundary Lemma) LetG be irre-
ducible and let(G, k) be aYES-instance and(G, k + 1)
be aNO-instance forΠ. Then the number of vertices ofG
is less thang(k) for some functiong.

We prove this lemma by induction. Since we want the
functiong mentioned above to be as small as possible, in
many cases there will be a need to establish a set of one or
more ‘inductive priorities’ to refine the structural claims
even further.

The combinatorial extremal argumentoperates in the
following fashion in the reduced instance:

1. Assume a solution (or "witness" structure) of sizek
satisfying certain inductive priorities. Here the fact
thatG doesn’t have a solution of sizek + 1 will be
implicitly understood as the zeroth inductive priority.

2. Set structural claims for the problem which are only
possible if all inductive priorities are satisfied.



3. Stop when all claims are satisfied and the total size
of graph is less than the functiong(k).

Once the Boundary Lemma is proved, the Kerneliza-
tion Lemma follows by simple contradiction.

This Method of Extremal Structurewas first devised
to solve thek-MAX LEAF (Fellows & McCartin& Rosa-
mond & Stege 2000) and has been used to tackle graph
maximization problems such ask-STAR PACKING (Prieto
& Sloper 2004) proving to be equally successful. Its use-
fulness has proven also important with minimization prob-
lems and even with non-graph problems like SET SPLIT-
TING ( Dehne & Fellows& Rosamond 2003). A complete
description and analysis of theMethod of Extremal Struc-
ture can be found in (Prieto 2004).

3 The Method onk-MAXIMUM CUT

3.1 Reduction Rules

First a trivial but important observation:

Observation 1 If there exists a vertexv ∈ V (G) of
degreek or more, thenG is a YES-instance fork-
MAXIMUM CUT.

Obviously we would putv on one side of the partition
and all its neighbors on the other.

In this reduction rules,G r w denotes the graph ob-
tained fromG by deletingw (and of course all incident
edges). Similarly,G r (u, v) denotes the graph obtained
from G by deleting the edge(u, v).

Reduction Rule 1 Let u ∈ V be a vertex of degree 0.
(G, k) is a YES-instance ofk-MAXIMUM CUT if and
only if (Gru, k) is aYES-instance ofk-MAXIMUM CUT.

Proof of Reduction Rule 1. True sinceu will
never contribute with any edge toE′. �

Reduction Rule 2 Letu ∈ V be a vertex of degree 1 and
let v = N(u). (G, k) is a YES-instance ofk-MAXIMUM
CUT if and only if(G r u, k − 1) is a YES-instance.

Proof of Reduction Rule 2. We can always
makeu andv be in different subsets of the par-
tition without affecting the rest of the graph.�

Reduction Rule 3 Let u and v be two consecutive ver-
tices inV of degree 2 adjacent to the same vertexw ∈ V .
(G, k) is a YES-instance ofk-MAXIMUM CUT if and
only if (G r {u, v}, k − 2) is a YES-instance.

Proof of Reduction Rule 3.
“⇒" We may assume without loss of generality
w ∈ A. An optimal solution ofk-MAXIMUM
CUTfor G would always put at least one vertex
in u, v in the setB. Two different cases arise:

• Only one of the vertices is inB. As-
sume without loss of generality the vertex
is u. Sincev is in A both edges(u, v) and
(v, w) are inE′ and therefore by erasingu
andv we decrease the size ofk by 2.

• If both u and v are in B then the edges
(u, w) and(v, w) are inE′ and therefore
by erasingu andv we decrease the size of
k by 2 as in the previous case.

“⇐" We have to prove that by adding two con-
secutive degree 2 verticesu andv to any given
vertexw we will always obtain a solution with 2
more edges inE′. We may assume again with-
out loss of generality thatw is in A. By simply
makingu andv be inB we gain two edges in
E′, namely(u, w) and(v, w). �

Reduction Rule 4 Let u be a vertex of degree 2 inV
and let N(u) = {x, y} with (x, y) ∈ E. (G, k) is a
YES-instance ofk-MAXIMUM CUT if and only if (G r

{u, (x, y)}, k − 2) is a YES-instance.

Proof of Reduction Rule 4.
“⇒" G is a graph with a bipartition of its vertex
set which ensuresk edges inE′. Two cases arise
in the analysis of the instance:

• Both x and y are in the same side of
the partition. Any optimal solution would
placeu in the opposite side of this parti-
tion. By erasingu we are going to remove
for certain two edges fromE′.

• If both x andy are in the opposite sides of
the partition then the edge(x, y) ∈ E′. No
matter where we placeu it is always going
to have one adjacency with a vertex on the
other side of the partition which would add
another element to the setE′. By erasing
both(x, y) andu we are going to decrease
the size ofE′ by two.

“⇐" Let G be a graph with a bipartition of its
vertex set which ensuresk−2 edges inE′. Take
any two independent verticesx andy. The same
two cases as in the previous implication arise
depending on whetherx andy are in the same
or opposite sides of the partition. Working the
prove above backwards would add two edges to
E′ as required. �

Reduction Rule 5 Let x, y and z be three consecutive
vertices of degree 2 inV . Let N(x) = {u, y}, N(y) =
{x, z}, N(z) = {y, v}. (G, k) is a YES-instance ofk-
MAXIMUM CUT if and only if(Gr{y, z}∪ (x, v), k−2)}
is a YES-instance.

Proof of Reduction Rule 5.
“⇒" G is a graph with a bipartition of its vertex
set which ensuresk edges inE′. Two cases arise
in the analysis of the instance:

• Both u andv are in the same side of the
partition. Without loss of generality we
may assume this side isA since the ar-
gument is symmetrical if they are both
in B. Any optimal solution would place
x and z in B and y in A. The edges
(u, x), (x, y), (y, z) and(z, v) are then all
in E′. By erasingy andz we are going
to remove for certain three edges fromE′.
By adding(x, v) we add one. The result is
an instance withk − 2 edges inE′.



• If both u andv are in the opposite sides
of the partition then, again without loss of
generality, we may assume thatu ∈ A and
v ∈ B. An optimal solution could placex
andz in B andy in A which will position
edges(u, x), (x, y) and (y, z) in E′. By
erasingy and z we are going to remove
for certain two edges fromE′. By adding
(x, v) we don’t add any edges toE′ since
both x and v are in B. The result is an
instance withk − 2 edges inE′.

“⇐" Let G be a graph with a bipartition of its
vertex set which ensuresk − 2 edges inE′.
Take any two verticesu andv in V . The same
two cases as in the previous implication arise
depending on whetheru andv are in the same
or opposite sides of the partition. Working the
prove above backwards would add two edges to
E′ as required. �

3.2 Kernelization/Boundary Lemmas

Lemma 5 (Kernelization Lemma (Vertices)) If a graph
G is reduced and|V (G)| > k, then it does contain ak-
MAXIMUM CUT.

Lemma 6 (Boundary Lemma (Vertices)) If a graphG is
reduced and is aYES-instance fork-MAXIMUM CUT,
but a NO-instance for(k + 1)-MAXIMUM CUT then
|V (G)| ≤ k.

Proof of Lemma 6. Assume in contradiction that there
exists a counterexampleG′, such thatG′ is reduced and
contains ak-MAXIMUM CUT, but there is no partition of
the vertex set which inducesk+1 edges and that|V (G)| >
k.

Let us consider as a witness structure the partition of
the vertex setV = (A, B) with k edges(u, v) ∈ E where
u ∈ A andv ∈ B. These edges constituteE′. The graph
has more edges which are not inE′. We will call these
edgesghost edges. Each elementu ∈ A has two degrees
associated to it, namelydeg|A(u)anddeg|B(u). It is clear
that deg|A(u)+deg|B(u)= deg(u) ≤ k by observation 1.
Similarly, each elementv ∈ B has two degrees associated
to it deg|A(v)anddeg|B(v)with the same property.

We will also consider the following inductive priority:

• Among all counterexamples, choose the one where
the size ofA is minimum.

Based on the reduction rules derived in section 3.1, we
can now prove the claimed kernel size bound of|V (G)| =
k by resorting to the extremal properties of our assumed
counter example. We will now start a series of claims that
bound the number of vertices inG.

Structural Claims

Claim 1 Every vertex inA is adjacent to at least one ver-
tex inB and viceversa.

Proof of Claim 1. Assume in the contrary that
there exist a vertexv ∈ A which is not con-
nected to any vertex inB. By reduction rule

1 we know that there are no isolated vertices in
the graph, sov must be adjacent to a vertex inA.
Then by movingv to B we would add one edge
to E′ and therefore our graph would become a
YES-instance for(k + 1)-MAXIMUM CUT, a
contradiction. An analogous argument holds for
B. �

Claim 2 There are noghost edgesbetweenA andB.

Proof of Claim 2.If there are any thenG would
be a YES-instance for(k+1)-MAXIMUM CUT.
�

Claim 3 |A| ≤ |B| ≤ k.

Proof of Claim 3.|A| ≤ |B| since otherwise we
could contradict our inductive priority by simply
inverting the roles ofA andB. The size of the
largest one of the two sets is less than or equal
to k since every vertex in the graph is adjacent
to at least one vertex on the other side of the
partition. �

Claim 4 |A| ≤ k
2

Proof of Claim 4. If deg|B(u)=l then u con-
tributes toE′ with l edges. We will argue that
each vertex inA contributes with at least two
edges toE′ and therefore we can have at most
k
2

vertices. Assume that there exists a vertex
u ∈ A such thatdeg|B(u)=1. By reduction rule
2 there are no vertices of degree 1 in the graph
so thereforeu must have at least one neighbor
u′ in A. But if this is the case, we could move
u to B. We would lose one edge inE′, namely
(u, N|B(u)) but we gain at least one(u, u′). The
result is still a YES-instance fork-MAXIMUM
CUT, but the setA has one element less contra-
dicting the inductive priority.1 �

Claim 5 For all u ∈ A, deg|B(u)> deg|A(u).

Proof of Claim 5.If deg|B(u)< deg|A(u), mov-
ing u to B would cause us to losedeg|B(u)
edges fromE′ and gaindeg|A(u) thus creating
a YES-instance for(k + 1)-MAXIMUM CUT, a
contradiction. Ifdeg|B(u)= deg|A(u), moving
u toB would create another YES-instance fork-
MAXIMUM CUT where the size ofA would be
smaller, contradicting the minimality ofA en-
sured by the inductive priority. �

Claim 6 For all v ∈ B, deg|A(v)≥ deg|B(v).

Proof of Claim 6.If deg|A(v)< deg|B(v), mov-
ing v to A would cause us to losedeg|A(v)
edges fromE′ and gaindeg|B(v) thus creating
a YES-instance for(k + 1)-MAXIMUM CUT, a
contradiction. �

1Note that the kernel size so far has less than3

2
k, but the number of edges is

still quadratic onk.



Claim 7 For all u ∈ A and v ∈ B,
∑

u∈A deg|B(u)=
∑

v∈B deg|A(v)= k.

Proof of Claim 7.By the nature of the witness
structure. �

The degree of a vertexv is the number of neighbors of
v in G. We define degree∗ of a vertexv to be the degree of
v excluding those neighbors lying on the same side of the
partition. Hence, the average degree∗ of the graph is the
total number of edges excluding theghost edgesdivided
by the number of vertices in the graph.

Claim 8 If the average degree∗ is at least 2, then there
are at mostk vertices inV (G).

Proof of Claim 8.By claim 7
∑

u∈A deg|B(u)=
∑

v∈B deg|A(v)= k and therefore the if the av-
erage degree is 2 we have

∑

u∈A deg|B(u) +
∑

v∈B deg|A(v)

|V (G)|
=

2k

|V (G)|
≥ 2

⇒ |V (G)| ≤ k

�

Claim 8 states thatif the average degree∗ is greater
than 2then the number of vertices is less thank. Now we
need to prove that the average degree∗ is in fact at least
2. To do this we proceed by looking at the elements ofA
(which we already know have degree∗ greater than 2 by
Claim 4). We demonstrate that for eachu in A,

deg∗(u) + deg∗(N|B(u))

|1 + N|B(u)|
≥ 2

We will call this quantity theaverage degree∗ of
〈u, N|B(u)〉.

Claim 9 Let u ∈ A and let deg|B(u)= l. Assume
N|B(u) = {x1, x2, . . . , xl}. There are at most⌊ l

2
⌋ ver-

tices amongstN|B(u) such thatdeg|A(xi) = 1.

Proof of Claim 9. If there were more we could
move them all toA and moveu to B. By do-
ing this, for each vertex we move toA we are
gaining two edges in|E′| and therefore a total
of 2 · (⌊ l

2
⌋ + 1) ≥ l + 1 against thel vertices

we lose by movingu to B. We obtain a setE′

with k + 1 edges, a YES-instance for(k + 1)-
MAXIMUM CUT, and thus a contradiction.�

Claim 10 Letu ∈ A such thatdeg|B(u)≥ 3. The average
degree∗ of 〈u, N|B(u)〉 is at least 2.

Proof of Claim 10. By claim 9, at most⌊ l
2
⌋

vertices inN|B(u) have degree 1 inA. Let’s
say there isl1 of those vertices. The vertices in
N|B(u) with degree≥ 2 will be l2. It is clear
that by constructionl1 + l2 = l. The average
degree∗ of 〈u, N|B(u)〉 is at least

1 · l1 + 2 · l2 + l

l + 1
=

l1 + l2 + l + l2
l + 1

=
2l + l2
l + 1

=
2l + 2

l + 1
+

l2 − 2

l + 1
= 2 +

l2 − 2

l + 1

This quantity is less that 2 only whenl2−2

l+1
< 0

and sincel2 < ⌈ l
2
⌉ we have that the average

degree is less that 2 when

⌈
l

2
⌉ − 2 < 0 ⇒ l < 3

�

Claim 11 Let u ∈ A such thatdeg|B(u) = 2. The aver-
age degree∗ of 〈u, N|B(u)〉 is at least 2.

Proof of Claim 11. Let’s denoteN|B(u) =
{x, y}. If deg|B(u) = 2 for u ∈ A then
deg|A(u) ≤ 1 by claim 5. Two cases arise:

1. deg|A(u) = 1.
Then bothx andy must have other neigh-
bors inA besidesu and thus the average
degree∗ is at least2+2+2

3
and thus at least

2.
Proof. Assume that at least one of them
did not have any neighbors inA other
than u. Without loss of generality say
N|A(x) = {u}. By movingu to B andx
to A we obtain an instance with one more
edge inE′. It is easy to see that in the orig-
inal witness structure we had 3 edges inE′

and when we moveu to B andx to A we
have 4. This contradicts the fact thatG is a
NO-instance for(k+1)-MAXIMUM CUT.

x y

A

B
x’

u’ y’u

y

A

B
x’

u’ y’x

u

 

�

2. deg|A(u) = 0.
The following statements hold:
(a) Eitherx or y or both have neighbors

in A besidesu.

Proof. Assume on the contrary that
N|A(x) = N|A(y) = {u}. The by
moving x and y to A and u to B
we generate a witness structure with 4
edges inE′ when before we only had
2. This contradicts the fact thatG is a
NO-instance for(k + 1)-MAXIMUM
CUT. �

Unfortunately, if only one of the
neighbors ofu in B has degree 1 in
A, the average degree is not greater
than or equal to 2, but further analysis
will prove that the claim holds true.�



(b) If x has no neighbors inA other than
u thendeg(x) = 2.

Proof. Assume on the contrary that
deg(x) > 2. Then since we are as-
suming thatu is its only neighbor inA
it must have at least two neighbors in
B. This would imply thatdeg|A(x)<
deg|B(x), contradicting claim 6.

(c) If deg|A(x)= 1 thendeg|A(y)≥ 3.

Proof. Assume on the contrary that
deg|A(y)= 2. By Claim 2a we know
that deg|A(y)cannot be 1. It is clear
that y cannot be of degree 2 in the
graph by Reduction Rule 5 because
deg(u) = deg(x) = 2, so y must
have another neighbory′ in B. By
Reduction Rule 4,y′ 6= x. Now,
sendingx and y to A and u to B
would generate one extra edge inE′

thus contradicting thatG is a NO-
instance for(k+1)-MAXIMUM CUT.

A

B
 

x y

A

B
x’

u

x’

x

u

u’

y’

y

y’

u’

�

A problem arises now, as two differ-
ent elements inA could share their
high degree∗ neighbors inB thus
making the average degree∗ less than
2. In the next statement we prove this
is not possible.

(d) Letu1, u2 ∈ A such thatdeg|B(u1)=
deg|B(u2)= 2. Assume for allui i =
{1, 2} there existsxi ∈ B such that
xi ∈ N(ui) and N|A(xi) = {ui}.
By the result we proved in Case 2c
there existsyi ∈ N|B(ui) such that
deg|A(yi) = 3. It is not possible that
y1 = y2 = y.

Proof. By sendingx1, x2 andy to A
andu1, u2 ∈ A to B we get a YES-
instance for(k+1)-MAXIMUM CUT,
a contradiction. �

If u ∈ A with deg|A(u)= 1 then case 1 ensures
that the average degree∗ will be no worse than
2+2+2

3
≥ 2. Everyu ∈ A with deg|A(u)= 0 has

two neighborsx andy and these two neighbors
cannot have both degree 1 by case 2a. If the
two of them have degree∗ greater than or equal
to 2 then the average degree∗ is favorable, so
the worst case would occur when one of them
has degree 1. By what we saw in case 2c if one
of them has degree one then the other must have
degree at least three and by case 2d this vertex of
degree greater that 2 cannot be shared by more
than one suchu ∈ A. Therefore the average
degree is no worse than1+3+2

3
≥ 2 as required.

�

By Claim 8 we know that if the average degree∗ is
greater than or equal to 2 then the graphG has at most
k vertices. Claims 9 to 11 ensure that the average de-
gree is in fact greater than or equal to 2. Thus, our

claim that if a graphG is reduced and is a YES-instance
for k-MAXIMUM CUT, but a NO-instance for(k + 1)-
MAXIMUM CUT then|V (G)| ≤ k holds true.

�

Now we are in a position to prove lemma 5.

Proof of Lemma 5. Assume in contradiction to
the stated theorem that there exists a graphG of size
|V (G)| > k but has nok-MAXIMUM CUT.

Let k′ < k be the largestk′ for which G is a YES-
instance. By the Boundary Lemma 6 we know that
|V (G)| ≤ k′ < k. This contradicts the assumption. �

Corollary 1 (Kernelization Lemma (Edges)) If a graph
G is reduced and|E(G)| > 2k, then it does contain a
k-MAXIMUM CUT.

Corollary 2 (Boundary Lemma (Edges)) If a graph G
is reduced and is aYES-instance fork-MAXIMUM CUT,
but a NO-instance for(k + 1)-MAXIMUM CUT then
|E(G)| ≤ 2k.

Proof of Corollary 2. Under the same assumptions,
inductive priority and witness structure as those of lemma
6 we can add the following structural claims:

Claim 1 The number of ghost edges in the subgraph in-
duced byA is < k/2.

Proof of Claim 1. For all u ∈ A,
∑

u∈A deg|A(u)<
∑

u∈A deg|A(v)= k as we
saw in claims 5 and 7 of the lemma. By Eu-
ler’s theorem the sum of the degrees in a graph
is exactly twice the number of edges, thus

|E(〈A〉)| =

∑

u∈A deg|A(u)

2
<

k

2

�

Claim 2 The number of ghost edges in the subgraph in-
duced byB is≤ k/2.

Proof of Claim 2.Same argument as in claim 1.
�

Claim 3 The number of edges in theE(G) is < 2k.

Proof of Claim 3.The total number of edges in
the graph is the sum of allghost edgesplus those
edges betweenA andB. Thus,

|E(G)| = |E(〈A〉)|+|E(〈B〉)|+|E′| < k+
k

2
+

k

2

�

�

Proof of Corollary 1. Assume in contradiction to
the stated theorem that there exists a graphG of size
|E(G)| > 2k but has nok-MAXIMUM CUT.

Let k′ < k be the largestk′ for which G is a YES-
instance. By the Boundary Lemma 2 we know that
|E(G)| ≤ 2k′ < 2k. This contradicts the assumption.
�



4 Kernel Algorithm and Running Time

Step 1. Apply Reduction Rules 1 to
5 until all of them are no
longer applicable.

Step 2. If |E(G′)| > 2k or |V (G′)| > k
then answer YES and halt.

Step 3. If |V (G′)|< k

2
then try

all possible partitions
of the vertex set into two
subsets A and B and count
the number of edges in the
cut between them. If it
is more than k answer YES.

Step 4. Else if |V (G′)| ≥ k

2
, find a

maximum cut in the kernel.
If the cut is greater than
k answer YES.

Step 5. If the answer is YES in
Step 3 or Step 4, answer
YES and halt. Else
answer NO and halt.

Lemma 7 k-MAXIMUM CUT can be solved in timeO(k·
2k/2 + n2).

Proof of Lemma 7. We will analyze each step in the al-
gorithm separately.

Step 1. In the previous section we established a ker-
nel for this problem with no more thank vertices and2k
edges. The reduction rules can all be performed in lin-
ear time on the number of vertices as they only require to
check the degree of the vertices and this degree is 1 or 2
then check the degree of their neighbors.

Step 2. This step can be performed in linear time on
the number of vertices/edges. It is correct by Lemma 5
and Corollary 1.

Step 3. The total number of such partitions is given by

the Stirling number of the second kind,
{

k
2

}

= 2n−1 − 1.

Checking how many edges exist in the bipartite subgraph
induced by each partition ofV (G) into A ∪B can always
be performed in time at most2k since there are only2k
edges in the graph.

Step 4. Applying the exact algorithm proposed by
Fedin and Kulikov ( Fedin& Kulikov 2002) to the kernel
leads to a running time ofO∗(1.414k) as the running time
of this algorithm isO∗(2m/4) and by Step 2 we know that
the graph has at most2k edges, wherek is the size of the
cut.

Again, checking if the cut has size greater thank can
be performed in time at most2k since there are only2k
edges in the graph.

Step 5. This last part of the algorithm can obviously
be performed in constant time.

Thus, the total running time of this algorithm is the
minimum of the running times of Steps 3 and 4.

min(k · 2k/2 + n, 2n−1 − 1) = O(k · 2k/2)

as by Step 3 we know thatn = |V (G′)| < k

2
�

5 Conclusions and Further Research

The Method of Extremal Structurehas been used to
tackle a variety of NP-hard optimization problems. Even
though most of these problems are graph maximization
ones (Prieto 2004), this method of FPT algorithm design,
which combines the use of reduction rules as a prepro-
cessing technique and combinatorial extremal arguments,
has proven useful with problems as different as MINIMUM
MAXIMAL MATCHING (Prieto 2004) and SET SPLIT-
TING ( Dehne & Fellows& Rosamond 2003).

In this paper we have analyzed in the context of
the Method of Extremal Structurethe k-MAXIMUM CUT
problem. The problem had already an FPT algorithm
running in timeO(|E| + |V | + k · 4k) (Mahajan &
Raman 1999). We improve that time by finding a ker-
nel with at most2k edges andk vertices and apply-
ing to it the exact algorithm by Fedin and Kulikov (
Fedin& Kulikov 2002). Even though the improvement
from (Mahajan & Raman 1999) might not seem huge,
methodologically we have provided a much easier ap-
proach which can be transferred to the following problem:

Instance: A graphG = (V, E) and a positive integerk
Parameter: k
Question: Is there a partition of the vertex set into two

subsetsA andB such that the subset
E′ ⊆ E of edges with one endpoint inA
and the other inB is at least⌈|E|/2⌉+ k?

This problem was suggested by Mahajan and Raman
in their paper as a more natural parameterization tok-
MAXIMUM CUT since every simple graph has a cut of
size at least⌈|E|/2⌉.
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